Intelligent Agents

Missing Assignments :: Low Scores :: Starting Assignments

Notify students when they missed assignments.

Refer students directly to relevant course policies.

Encourage students to begin working early.

Point students to useful resources for successful assignment completion.

Encourage students to continue to work hard.

Notify students of resources available to improve grades.

Congratulations :: Gamification Mindset :: Transfer

Build positive communication with students directly connected to assignment learning.

Remind students how this assignment scaffolds to other assignments.

Add 'fun' elements to help students connect on a playful level, encouraging positive mindset.

Remind students what they learned and how it connects to the entire course.

Help students draw connections between what they're learning and what they can do with the knowledge.

Questions: email us
Daniel.Albert@millersville.edu  AmberNicole.Pfannenstiel@millersville.edu